Long-term solutions that
lead to your LTC success
American HealthTech helps
skilled nursing facilities
like yours to navigate the
ever-changing regulatory
environment and get a handle
on your bottom line today,
while supporting your long-term
growth for tomorrow.
Our comprehensive, integrated
EHR solutions deliver a seamless
flow of information between
the resident care, coding
and billing, and financial
management functions.
That’s what you can expect
from a leading provider for
LTC with 30+ years of industry
insight. Even better, it’s 100%
backed by dedicated support
and service.

Get the right
solution for your
facility

Financial and Enterprise
Management
Gain peace of mind and profitability along
with a healthy bottom line for your business
Changes in payment models make it imperative that
your organization establishes a firm financial foundation.
American HealthTech Financial and Enterprise
Management is integrated with the AHT Revenue Cycle
Management (RCM) and AHT Clinical Management
suites, and designed specifically for skilled nursing
organizations. This comprehensive technology will help
you manage your facilities, glean cost-saving insights,
and make smart financial decisions.

The Big Picture
Set up your business for success with this comprehensive
set of financial solutions that enables better controls to
improve cash and costs. Used in conjunction with RCM,
our Financial and Enterprise Management is trusted
by more than 3,000 facilities across the country. It
successfully:
• Arms you with an affordable, industry-specific
solution that works out of the box on day one
• Integrates with the entire AHT solution, eliminating
double-entry and providing easy access to account
details, powerful benchmarking and reporting, and
automated capture of clinical care for billing
• Supplies you with rich information so you can better
manage the top and bottom line, as well as make
more informed, data-driven business decisions.

Contact your regional representative to learn more.
800-489-2648 ● healthtech.net ● info@healthtech.net

www.healthtech.net

Take a closer look
No matter how large or small your organization is, the AHT Financial and
Enterprise Management solution is ready to go with minimal setup. It
features a number of significant applications.
Accounts
Payable

This smart solution lets you slice and dice how you pay invoices (by date, vendor, partial payments,
etc.), generate purchase orders that are integrated with inventory management, create 1099s, and
allocate expenses to multiple facilities. Run the unique Month To Date Payables Analysis any time
to check current spending patterns against budget. Recurring Accounts Payable reduces data entry
and risk of missed payments.

General
Ledger

You’ll have ultimate flexibility when formatting financial statements, including mini statements
(by department, for example). Multiple operating budget formats allow for a variety of “what if”
analysis and are exceptional management tools. When special investigations are needed, you can
quickly drill down into accounts.

Payroll

Boost efficiency with this solution that integrates directly into your General Ledger. Eliminate the
need for expensive monthly payroll services and enjoy automatic time clock import, auto-pay,
multi-account deposits, and turnover analysis. You’ll also be able to monitor performance against
staffing budget every pay period to evaluate this crucial area of controllable costs.

Financial
Management

Developed to address the specific needs of skilled nursing organizations, this solution provides the
tools you need to run smoothly, including:
• Daily Cash Management: Synchronizes all cash-related transactions to give an up-to-the-minute
cash balance
• Cash Deposits: Automatically transfers from Billing to Bank Reconciliation, which reduces data
entry and depicts an accurate cash flow projection

Trust Funds

Manage all aspects of your residents’ trust funds separately from the general resident billing
function. Users can monitor balances, interest accrued on each account, and patient statements.

Enterprise
Management

With Enterprise Management, you’ll come to rely on current data to make clean decisions as you
run your business in real time. Benefits include:
•
•
•

Different levels of account visibility so you can accurately monitor organizational performance
and make changes
Ability to centralize facility bank accounts to corporate office books through intra-company
accounts
Benchmarking of key metrics that let you make comparative assessments in areas like labor
costs, census, financials incidents, infections, and PPD costs across all facilities
Compliance Center
Keep your staff fully up to date with enhanced real-time communication throughout the entire
organization. You can easily notify everyone about newly admitted residents, regulatory items,
the latest policies, changes with prioritization, and any other changes within your facility.
Corporate Office
Run your multiple facility organization with ease while benefiting from excellent proactive
management tools, such as Cash Receipts Journal, Resident Days, Aged Analysis, and
Receivable Analysis. Consolidated financial statements can be run for any combination of
facilities, such as state or regional breakdowns. Additionally, multiple comparative reports are
at your fingertips.
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